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In the for-profit world, subscriber-based businesses such as premium cable channels and online 
or print periodicals all face the same reality: some degree of subscriber attrition is to be expected. 
Thus, an ongoing investment in recruiting new customers is not a luxury but an essential component 
of the subscription-based business model. 

This axiom holds true for nonprofits that rely on annual giving.

In this paper, we study a hypothetical nonprofit organization (NPO), using assumptions based on 
decades of research and review of historical data from actual nonprofits, large and small. (The laws 
of attrition apply equally to both.) C.I. Partners Direct would be pleased to customize the following 
discussion using your actual giving trends and goals. 

Sustaining the active donor base: do the math
We start with a generous premise: NPO has a strong renewal program, so its rate of attrition1 is a 
relatively low 20%.2 Still, the active donor base will decline sharply and quickly without an ongoing 
investment in acquisition. For NPO, the active donor base of 20,000 at the start of this year would 
decline to 16,000 by year end, 12,800 in two years, and so on. 

SCENARIO 1: DECLINE – no acquisition; the active donor base declines 20% per year

This Year Next Year Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 10

active donor base, Jan 1  20,000 16,000 12,800 10,240 8,192 2,684 

donors lost to attrition (4,000) (3,200) (2,560) (2,048) (1,638) (537)

active donor base, Dec 31 16,000 12,800 10,240 8,192 6,554 2,147 

This Year Next Year Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 10

active donor base, Jan 1 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 

donors lost to attrition (4,000) (4,000) (4,000) (4,000) (4,000) (4,000)

new donors 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 

active donor base, Dec 31 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
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Since NPO’s renewal program is already maximized, there is only one way to offset the unavoidable 
decline and keep the donor base stable: acquire a compensatory number of new donors. For NPO, 
that number is 4,000 new donors every year.

SCENARIO 2: STABILITY – acquiring enough new donors to keep the active donor base stable

1 We look at attrition by comparing the number of active donors in one year to the number active in the next. Our formula accounts for all active 
donors in a given year, not just consecutive year renewals.

2 Attrition varies by donor type. For example, new donor attrition is much higher than that of multi-year donors. The hypothetical 20% figure 
reflects the historical aggregate attrition rate of the overall active donor base, all donor types combined, for several nonprofits that we’ve studied. 
Your organization’s aggregate number might be higher or lower depending on the scale of the acquisition program, the size of the lapsed file, 
the scope of renewal/reinstatement programs, etc. 

Note that Scenario 2 can be used to forecast growth as well as stability. For example, by increasing 
the number of new donors acquired to 5,000 per year, the active donor base would increase to 
nearly 25,000 – a 25% increase – by Year 10.



SCENARIO 3: GROWTH– acquiring enough new donors to grow the active donor base

Next step: a customized acquisition plan using your organization’s  
attrition data
Many nonprofits plan their new donor acquisition program using criteria that will not necessarily 
assure the stability of the active donor base. Often, for example, the board of directors or CEO might 
set an arbitrary expense limit, thus the number of new donors acquired is arbitrary. We recommend 
an alternate approach: start with the attrition rate and then determine how many new donors 
should be acquired for sustainability. Here’s how C.I. Partners Direct can help your organization 
create such a plan.

1. Finding your sustainability number. We can study your organization’s actual attrition rates 
by donor type, determine the aggregate rate, and customize the Stability scenario #2 above to 
determine how many new donors your organization needs to acquire. Note that this exercise 
can be used to understand the implications of improving your attrition rate, as well. If your attrition 
rate is subpar, steps can be taken to improve it, such as more timely acknowledgements, 
more aggressive renewals, etc. We can demonstrate how even a modest improvement of the 
attrition rate can have a positive impact on sustaining the active donor base. 

2. Determining the requisite scale of your acquisition program. Having determined your 
sustainability number, we can then study your historical acquisition benchmarks to create 
an annual acquisition plan that delivers your required number of new donors. Your typical 
percent response can be used to determine the mail quantity; your typical cost per piece can 
be used to arrive at an expense budget; and your typical average gift (combined with percent 
response) can be used to project net income/loss. Of course, all of these benchmarks can 
be explored in hypothetical models too. For example, if you can see the implications of 
mailing a test package that is more streamlined or more elaborate than your control.

3. Break-even point and lifetime value. Knowing what to expect in terms of both the 
investment in acquisition and the expected attrition rate, we can then estimate the point at 
which the investment in new donors is recouped and the lifetime value of the cohort. This 
information can be extremely helpful in educating board members and executives about the 
long-term value of investing in direct mail acquisition. Virtually every cohort we have studied 
eventually generates annual net income, and the loyalty cultivated over time often leads to a 
significant number of major gifts and bequests.

Case study of the perils of cutting acquisition: the American Cancer 
Society’s $30 million lesson
Hopefully, decision-makers at your organization will find the planning and preparation outlined above 
to be compelling and will commit to an adequate acquisition program. But if you need to support 
a well-developed plan with an actual case study of how disastrous it can be to reduce or eliminate 
the investment in acquisition, there is no better example than the American Cancer Society (ACS).

This Year Next Year Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 10

active donor base, Jan 1 20,000 21,000 21,800  22,440 22,952 24,329 

donors lost to attrition (4,000) (4,200) (4,360) (4,488) (4,590) (4,866)

new donors 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 

active donor base, Dec 31 21,000 21,800 22,440 22,952 24,329 24,463
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According to The NonProfit Times, “ACS suspended its direct mail acquisition program in January 
2013” as part of a three-year transformation to consolidate various divisions into one entity.3 In the first 
year, ACS saw an 11% decline in new donors and began calculating the effect on fundraising overall. 
“For every $1 we invest in direct mail acquisition, we bring in $7 over the course of three years,” said 
Catherine Holihan, ACS Director of Direct Marketing. “We need acquisition to feed the core audience 
or else the entire program loses profitability through the course of the natural customer cycle.”

ACS recognized that revenue would decline in renewals as well as other programs that direct mail 
donors support, such as events and planned giving. As The NonProfit Times reported, over five years 
“the hiatus would have had a projected impact of $29.5 million to the organization.” The experimental 
pause was quickly reversed: ACS restarted its direct mail acquisition program in June 2014.

If new donors only declined by 11% when direct mail acquisition was paused, then ACS must be 
actively recruiting new donors through other channels. If your organization is more dependent on 
direct mail than ACS appears to be, the impact of a pause in direct mail acquisition would have an 
even greater ripple effect on overall fundraising.

Customizing your acquisition plan
While the laws of donor attrition apply to your organization just as they do to all nonprofits, the 
assumptions used in our hypothetical profile may not be relevant. Please contact C.I. Partners 
Direct so we can incorporate your actual historical trends into our methodology and develop a 
customized road map that meets your needs and goals.

1601 Eastman Avenue Suite 202 Ventura California 93003-6471 
805.585.5278        |        sales@wedevelopdonors.com        |        wedevelopdonors.com
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3 “Live From DMA: Direct Mail Hiatus Cost ACS $30 Million,” www.thenonprofittimes.com/news-articles, Mark Hrywna, August 5, 2015 accessed 
4-1-19
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